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“Waiting” … a short story

Celebrity Chef!
On Wednesday, October 23, 2019, something incredible
happened. Celebrity Chef happened! On this day, people
from the whole Bridgewater-Raritan community came
together. There was food, and lots of it! Food in all shapes
and sizes, sweet and spicy, foreign and domestic, the
desserts brought everyone together. Based on everything
from presentation to taste, everyone was a winner in this
large-scale gathering! However, the main focus of this
competition was to raise awareness and to help children in
Africa get a good education and achieve their dreams.
-continued on page 8

Movie Review!

Adopt-a-Spot…

-continued on page 6

-continued on page 10

Two Student
Perspectives

“Would you be mine, could
you be mine, won’t you be my
neighbor?” These were the
words spoken each and every
day by the one and only Fred
Rogers on his TV show. Now,
a movie has been made about
him, and I highly recommend
it. It’s a heartwarming movie
about the impact Mr. Rogers
had on one man.

“If we wait until we’re ready, we’ll be
waiting for the rest of our lives” is a
quote I recalled from one of my favorite
series, which is quite literally, A Series
of Unfortunate Events. Unfortunately, I
would never be the one to say that I
learned something from that book. I
read it simply for some entertainment
at dawn while I was waiting. I was
waiting for my life to change.
The same boring thing every
day. The same routine, same job,
same house, same weather, same
people. Everything in life was the
same. In fact, I would be willing to
endure some of those natural disasters
those climate activists near the market
are always preaching about. Those
enormous hurricanes, the swirling
tornadoes, the roaring tsunamis, the
ever-climbing sea levels. We would all
be waiting for them, but they never
seemed to arrive. And so I waited.

About once or twice a week,
sixth-grade students go
outside in the heat, cold, or
rain to look at trees and
make observations. Why?
Because of Adopt-a-Spot, a
year-long project that sixth
graders work on in their
science classes. On Adopt-aSpot days, we waste as little
time as possible, trying to
get outside ASAP.
-continued on page 9

The staff of the Hillside Herald
wants to wish everyone a
Wonderful Winter Break, and
a very Happy, Healthy and
Peaceful 2020
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Getting to know…Mr. Sgro!
1.Who is your favorite musician?
Leonard Bernstein: Director of the New York Orchestra (I sang for
him!)
2.If you could meet any singer who would it be?
Silvia McNair.
3.When you hear the word music what is the first thing that comes to
your mind?
How it affects my feelings.
4.Why did you become a music teacher and how long have you been
teaching at Hillside?
I became a Music teacher because I want my students to love and
participate in music when they are adults. I have been at Hillside
for 27 wonderful years!
5.What is your favorite chorus performance?
Festival Chorus.
6.What was your favorite song that the chorus performed?
I appreciate all kinds of music
7.When did you learn how to play the piano?
When I was about 10 years old.
8.What is your favorite thing to do when you are not doing something
related to music?
Spending time with family and watching the Steelers!
9.What is your favorite style of music?
Classical.
10.What did you want to do when you were a kid?
Join the motorcycle police!
-Sophia Mathew
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We Should Have More Vegetarian Options in Our School Cafeteria

Hillside Intermediate School is a great school. Although I’ve only been here for a few months, I cannot
help notice that kids who are vegetarian or vegan don’t have many options in our school cafeteria. If there were
more vegetarian and vegan options in our cafeteria, students who are vegetarian and vegan will have more lunch
options. Also, there would be a variety of healthier lunch choices for everyone. This change will benefit our
school’s lunch experience for the students tremendously.
Who is a vegetarian? A vegetarian is someone who doesn’t eat meat or animal products. The only other
option for vegetarians and vegans is vegetables. Vegetables are very healthy, even though many kids may not
like them. A person should eat vegetables to stay healthy. There are signs in our cafeteria encouraging students
to eat healthily, and this could be an efficient start to convince students to eat their vegetables. Adding more
vegetarian and vegan options would make the school’s menu much healthier.
Right now, other than pizza or the occasional vegetarian meal, kids who are vegetarian don’t have many
lunch options. Vegans don’t have any lunch choices at all. Kids might not eat meat for religious or health
reasons. Vegetarian parents have a hard time fixing a meal for their children to bring to school. To ease
everybody’s tension, the school should consider adding more vegetarian and vegan options to their lunch menu.
My last reason as to why there should be more vegetarian and vegan options in our school is that it gives
students more variety of food. Science proves that to maintain a healthy lifestyle, you should eat a variety of
foods. For example, one day you could eat pizza. On another day you could eat a veggie burger, and so
on. Also, eating the same food over and over again can be boring. Students could eat a variety of foods if there
were more vegetarian and vegan options.
As I said in the beginning, Hillside is a great school, and it should stay that way. If we could add more
vegetarian and vegan options in our school cafeteria menu, the school could become even greater! A way to
solve this problem is to ask our food vendor for vegetarian options in our school menu other than pizza daily. I
know Hillside could do it because my elementary school was able to do it. Lunchtime is the only time of the
day where students get a break from the books, and it will be great to find some options other than pizza. I
strongly do believe that adding more vegetarian and vegan options in our cafeteria can affect Hillside’s
student’s lunch experience positively.
-Akshara Arvind

As the sky breathes one last flaming red breath
And the sun dips beneath the horizon,
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Cross Country
Cross Country. One of the many after-school activities at Hillside hosted by Mrs. Panarello, our very
own gym teacher. It’s all about health not running. Running is what comes after health. It’s what we do to
maintain it. What we do here is essential for living a long, healthy life. Did you know that running actually
decreases your chance of cancer, cardiovascular diseases, and overall increases your life span? Even running
for 30 minutes a day helps with that. That is why we run Cross Country.
Not only do we just run, but we learn how to run. We learn the right way, the way that will make us the
fastest and more importantly, teach us the skill involved in running. Not only that, but we learn how to stay
healthy. You may be thinking, “Learn how to stay healthy? I already know that!” but you won’t believe the
number of people in the world who are unhealthy for absurd reasons. We learn nutrition, procedures for a race,
and so much more in this club that I would say it’s pretty much vital to try Cross Country, whether it be in
school or out of it, for our generation.
Not to mention, you get to do some pretty cool stuff if I do say so myself! Firstly, you get to run the
Hillside Cross Country Course! The first time you complete one whole lap (a mile), you’re bound to feel like you
can literally do anything due to its difficult terrain consisting of hills, dips, and much more. Plus, like in real
Cross Country, we run on mud, dirt, grass, pavement, and playground mulch! Even cooler, we run in practically
all kinds of weather. Chances are you usually aren’t allowed to go outside in the rain or snow, and this is the
one exception! No matter the climate, we’re out there.! Plus, because of what we run on, with all the hills, we’re
better prepared than Eisenhower, and usually beat them in our meets, so you can “politely” brag as well!
By the way, here’s something you ought to know before you join. CROSS COUNTRY IS NOT THE
SAME AS TRACK!!!!! First of all, we mainly focus on long-distance and track is more of shorter distances and
sprinting. In Mrs. Panarello’s track, we also do other sports, like shotput and long jump. We also run on
different terrain as track almost always is on one surface whereas Cross Country is all over the place! There
are also usually more events, such as the 100m, 200m, 400m, 800m, 1600m (the mile), and so on.
Overall, Cross Country is a really fun sport (yes, it is a sport) that everyone should at least try. If you’re
a fifth-grader, definitely aim to try it in sixth-grade. For the sixth-graders, try it in middle school, where it’s every
school day. However, it’s definitely worth it because it isn’t just fun, but it can actually really improve your
health. Go Hawks!

-Ronak Hunashimarad
le to frolic among
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An Interview with Mr. Pepitone, Hillside’s Orchestra Teacher
Q: What inspired you to become an orchestra teacher?
A: I knew I always wanted to be a teacher. I wanted to be either a chemistry teacher, a social studies teacher, or a
music teacher. But I decided to become a music teacher because I wanted to have fun all day.
Q: How long have you been teaching at Hillside?
A: This is my fifth year teaching at Hillside.
Q: What was the first instrument you learned how to play, and how old were you?
A: My first instrument was the saxophone, and I started the saxophone when I was eight.
Q: What are all the instruments you know how to play?
A: That’s a lot, but I’m not good at the trumpet. But I like all the other instruments I play.
Q: What was your favorite hobby as a child?
A: My favorite hobby was probably playing music. In high school, I was in a rock band.
Q: Who is your favorite composer?
A: That is such a hard question, if it is classical, either Beethoven or Chopin. If it is pop, Billy Joel.
Q: What is the best and worst thing about your job?
A: The best is seeing you all grow so much in the year. The worst thing is getting up early for rehearsal.
Q: What do you like to do when you aren’t playing music?
A: It’s mostly what I do. I like to read and watch movies. I really like superhero movies.
Q: Do you like to travel, and if so, what was the best place you have traveled to?
A: I do like to travel, unfortunately, I don’t get to travel much. My favorite was Chicago because of the many
museums, and there is a lot of stuff to do there.
Q: What do you want to do in the future?
A: I want to keep teaching music.
Q: What exciting plans do you have for orchestra this year?
A: Wouldn’t you like to know?

- Akshara Arvind
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Movie Review continued from front cover-

The movie begins as Lloyd Vogel, a writer for a magazine, is asked to do an interview with Mr.
Rogers. Lloyd does the interview, but soon becomes amazed by how good a person Mr. Rogers is.
Lloyd starts talking to Mr. Rogers more often. When Lloyd’s father, who has been absent in his life,
starts getting sick, Lloyd begins to question what is important and what he cares about in his life.
I like this movie because it stars Tom Hanks as Mr. Rogers, which is an amazing role, and played
very well by Hanks. It also introduces Mr. Rogers to the current generation, who didn’t grow with his
show. It teaches people about compassion, and about how even though nobody’s perfect, everyone
can redeem themselves if they try hard enough. I completely recommend this movie to anyone who
has the opportunity. It is a wonderful movie, and it reminds you that, regardless of all the bad things
happening in the world, one truly good person can change a lot.
-Viraaj Marathe

Poetry

The Perfect Dish?
Today I made a delicious dish, as perfect as can be,
So yummy, so tasteful, and I can say with glee
That it started out as some rice and beans (not too interesting to exhibit)
So when it overcooked I decided to ad lib it.
I mixed in salt, peanut butter, low-fat milk and lime,
Melon, hot sauce, jelly beans, eggs and soy and thyme.
I cooked it for six hours and with nothing else to add,
I put it on a plate and promptly served it to my dad.
He gulped, gasped, grunted, groaned
Grumbled, sobbed, hiccupped, moaned.
And lay there twitching on the ground,
Not making a single sound!
There’s something wrong with my dish, boy…
Do you think I need to add more soy?
-Disha Hebbar
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Celebrity Chef
continued from front cover

It started with only a group of children. They learned about the living conditions in these other
countries and they wanted to help. Then, they banded together to form SRS, which is short for
Students Raising Students, where kids help other, less fortunate kids. One of the branches that
sprouted off of this seedling was Celebrity Chef.
Sixth-graders were allowed to participate alone or with another student, and fifth-graders had
to be with adults. Many members from the community also participated. Some people just come to
taste and give tips. These tips alone are the profit of Celebrity Chef that went to students, and these
tips raised over $4,000!
There was food there from everywhere. Mexican cuisine to Indian delicacies, we had them all.
Some people even made the front of a bus for their presentation—with working headlights! Another
group had mustaches on every single one of their partners and were even hitting a pot and a pan
together to ease people into their vicinity to taste their food and provide tips! Even the staff had some
pretty fun ideas to get people to their booth. People gave away plenty of tips in exchange for some
pretty awesome food!
At about half-past 8, everyone was invited into the cafeteria, where a group of actors
performed a play called, “Students Raising Students: One Story, Many Ideas”. The setting was
Celebrity Chef, and it was all about the Celebrity Chef event. Later, a professional musician played a
lot of songs and even one of her original ones. Finally came the part that everybody was waiting for!
The announcements of who won and got the GOLDEN SPOONS! There were a total of six winners,
and all of them deserved the Golden Spoon. They were outstanding in every category, from Staff to
Presentation to Community.
Everyone who came to Celebrity Chef had a role in giving at least one student in Tanzania and
Kenya the education they deserve. We should all be grateful for what we have. There are kids in
other parts of the world who have no homes, kids who are poor, sick, and live in conditions that no
one can imagine. To help them, we should give them what they need to survive, and by providing
them with this, the world can be a safer place. We should wake up from our devices and take a look
at what’s really happening around us today. Overall, Celebrity Chef was an amazing experience,
made even more amazing because of what it provides to children around the world.

-Ronak Hunashimarad and Tejas Somasekar
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Adopt-a-Spot…Two Student Perspectives…
-continued from front cover

We are trying to learn more about our tree. We study it and make observations about it the entire
year, through all the seasons, watching it change and grow. It’s nice to sit outside and just look at the
tree, and listen to the silence. We learn a lot about the environment, and get to go outside in the
process, which is always a plus. Overall, Adopt-a-Spot is a privilege, and I am glad the sixth grade is
lucky enough to participate in this meaningful project.
-Viraaj Marathe

Science. Arguably one of the most important subjects in school. Many would even say that
Science explains the world around us, meaning that everything else branches off of Science’s great
big tree. Our sixth-grade science teachers are Mrs. Wolf and Dr. Macht and Mrs. Bruenjes. Together
they’ve set up a plan that enables us to use Hillside’s backyard for scientific purposes that follow the
curriculum. And that program is Adopt-a-Spot.
What exactly is Adopt-a-Spot? It is a long term project throughout the school year where
students choose an area outside to observe within Hillside’s meadows and trails. We go outside into
Hillside’s backyard and pick a location in a certain perimeter which has at least one tree in it. Next,
with the help of the adopt-a-spot log, students gather information about the tree. This process repeats
throughout the whole school year.
Due to the change of the seasons, students participating in Adopt-a-Spot are presented with
the dramatic changes in the appearance of not only their tree but the transformation of the whole
forest. It gives them a unique opportunity to see how nature changes and develops. For example,
many of the trees’ seeds come out during this time and we get to learn about how they look. The
leaves falling off the tree create a major change in the appearance that it’s hard not to be in awe of
such a miracle! Adopt-a-Spot is more than an assignment; it is a really meaningful and fun activity for
students.
Overall, Adopt-a-Spot is a really interesting and fun project for students in the sixth-grade. We
are able to complete assignments and have fun, making Adopt-a-Spot is truly a special experience. If
something is fun, it will definitely be something people will want to do again, making it engaging. This
also means that pupils learn more because they are actively participating in the project. Adopt-a-Spot
is definitely an enjoyable experience for our lucky sixth graders!
-Ronak Hunashimarad
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Waiting
short story continued from front cover
And kept waiting. Finally, at one point, I looked around at the world surrounding me through my mind’s eye and
I took a moment to realize the point of this. The point of all of this. Was it really worthwhile? Is this how I would
spend the rest of my life. Every day, just following the same robotic routines and then waiting and waiting. Is
this it? Is there more to life than, just this?
Were we, as cruel, gullible, brilliant, intelligent humans supposed to use our time to solve the upcoming
conflicts with nature, reality, time, and everything else? This was it . . . we only had one chance. Nobody,
whoever they were, wherever they were living, however successful they have had the ability to live longer than
fate would decide them to. I stared off into the horizon. The mist hovering over the blue, sparkling, ocean and
its crystal coastline. I would have to make a decision.
Am I one of those people who would keep waiting, for the unknown, the drastic end of us? Or am one
of the few rare people who will get up and do something other than waiting? Who knows? Maybe I am. But
maybe I’m not. Do I really have to do all of this? Or is it just some random thought I’m wasting my time on?
After all, won’t the government and all those officials put a stop to it somehow first? At the same time, I couldn’t
help but think what would happen if they weren’t able to solve all those upcoming problems . . . That I may be
the cause of the downfall of humanity. That moment, I made a decision. I walked away feeling confident that I
would do something. Something. I would change the world. I would be the reason why other people would rise
up, too, and I would be known throughout history. Then realization struck me. These things didn’t just happen.
What if I just wasn’t ready? What if everything went wrong, and I was seen as some kind of criminal? What if I
was making the wrong decision? So I sat back down, on that old rusty bench, and decided that what I was
doing wasn’t worth the risk. I sat back down.
-Ronak Hunashimarad and Tejas Somasekar
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Hillside’s Theatre Acting Workshop
This year's Hillside’s Annual Theatre Acting Workshop was a favorite of many students. It was a fun,
interactive, wonderful, after-school activity! We participated in many activities and games involving
teamwork and acting. We learned to be expressive and open. We played one game where you were
put in a group, and then you had to form a letter or small words, by working together. It was a really
enjoyable club. We made new friends and had a lot of fun. We also learned some performance
techniques and tips. We learned why people should work in the theatre productions coming up in
March. All the credit goes to Mr. Timothy Macht, our teacher and director. We learned a lot about
theatre and acting. This is why I suggest you join the after-school theatre workshop and also why you
should be a part of the play productions coming up! This was definitely a memorable after-school
activity.
-Tejas Somasekar

Hillside’s 6th Winter Chorus Concert
Hillside's Winter Chorus Concert took place on December 17, 2019. It was
a wonderful time for both audience and performers! The students in chorus
with Mr. Zas learned and sang these songs; “Hot Chocolate, Maoz Tzur, Sleep
Tiny Little Baby, Frosty The Snowman, and White Winter Hymnal (Pentatonix).
Soundwaves, with Mr. Sgro, sang: Riu Riu, Chiu and Angel Gabriel. All these
songs were sung fabulously by the students. The chorus did an amazing job,
they held the attention of the audience and kept spotlight on the students
themselves! When we finished singing about Frosty The Snowman we all threw
“snowballs” (AKA crumpled pieces of paper) at the surprised audience! It was a
magical concert!
-Tejas Somasekar

The staff- and especially the faculty advisor- of the Hillside Herald wants to dedicate this issue to Mrs. Viola
Prevete, our school secretary extraordinaire who will be retiring this December. She has painstakingly proofread
every edition of the Herald, finding every extra comma, misspelled word and missing space. We will miss so
much more than your eagle eye and your constant encouragement. We reserve the right to interrupt your
retirement in June when the Spring Edition of the Herald is published! Thank you for everything.

